




















 in crime.- lames
 R I tolls urged 
college 
students to become more 
active in 
working tor prisun retie: m. 
The  lormer 
Teamsters  Union 
peesident. 
speaking  at the 
University al 







themselves  with 
the problems 
ul penal






 all the 
prison  
°Dictate





 not to think
 "this 















































 to need lalse
 
teeth, there's
 a year -and
-a
-half wait, 




 Huila. He stressed
 the delay is 
done solely for








 stated the 
threat  to 
one's
 lite from fellow 
prisoners as the 
greatest 
danger while in jail. 
He asked  the 
listeners, "Could
 you sleep well 
if next to 
you 
or above you was 
a person subject to 
violent 
action,  violence 
that
 could be on 
your 





 Hotta said he 
witnessed 
murders 
and  mass rape. He 
added anyone 
under  30 years 
old  that 
wouldn't
 fight or 
stab  someone else 
was  subject to mass 
rape. 




and working tor 
17 cents an hour 
that makes 










Hotta cited an 
example  of an inmate 
who served
 27 years and was
 given "a 
matter
 ol live 
minutes
 to plead 
for a 
second 















troubles  aren't over 
once he 
"hits  the bricks" 
with a parole. 
Parole
 usually 











 of a job,"







































 a wall." 
It was 




behind  the 
headlines.  See 
what
 the real 
truth 
is. - Hotta lashed

















 ... they have 
created  this 
system
 
by their very 
lack and 
inditterence  to 




 to an individual






the end DI his low-key polished 
presentation was warmly applauded. The 
question and 
answer
 period produced a 
dillerent response. 
Responding to an inquiry. Hulls 
defended
 the Teamsters Union in its juris-
dictional dispute with the United Farm 
Workers. He condemned Cesar Chavez as 
one not to be trusted. He said Chavez had 
broken two agreements 
with  the 
eamsters. 
He added Chavez wouldn't be 
successlul in his battle against the 




Labeling homosexuals "not bad people. 
a little 
contused.  who lault their parents" 
brought
 




made  by Hotta were: 
He has supported Pres. Nixon ever 
since Nixon 
entered  politics. 
He's 
opposed  to the complete 


















A.S. Council's $1,700 allocation,  made 
last Wednesday
 to the Iranian Students 
Association, has been ruled legal by A.S.
 
Treasurer
 Andy McDonald. 
McDonald's ruling came Thursday 
morning 
alter  he reviewed the council 
minutes of Nov. 1. 1972,  during which the 
ISA
 received their original $700 grant. 
The Spartan Daily had already reported 
last week's grant to be inconsistent with 
Act 21, which specifies that any 
allocation requests over $100 must go 
through the Special Allocation
 Com-
mittee. 
That hest grant was made after a 
Special Allocations Committee 
reCommendation. 'the ISA was then 
promised to be high on the council's 
priorities tor the spring semester, and that 
they would receive an additional grant 
after the counting of spring fees. 
On this basis. 
McDonald,  as chief fiscal 
officer of the Association, decided that the 
allocation request was still 
legislative  
business, and would 
not  have to be rein-







13y MARTIN WEYBRET 
"College is nothing
 somebody cant do. 
That's the premise ol the Educational 
Opportunity Program 
as expressed by 
Gabriel Reyes, director of Chicano EOP. 
He says the program works; even the 
state says it works. "But if the program 
ever goes down the drain, it will be for 
lack of money." he said. 
Enrollment has increased steadily over 
the program's live -year life, but no 
staff or 
additional funds have been provided, 
Reyes said. Tutoring sessions are 
overcrowded and bureaucracy is piling
 
up. 
As he put 
it. "You can't coordinate 
things properly and fully with only a part-
time
 person working." 
Here's
 how EOP works: 
The stall searches out students it 
believes can do well in college but who. 
tor social, economic or educational 
reasons, have not met San lose State 
University entrance 
requirements. 
Tutoring and counseling aids are 
available to a student admitted to EOP. A 
lull -time counselor and 
several  part-time 
helpers advise students on the draft, 
personal problems, academic re-
quirements, job placement and financial 
aids. The most important part is a 
tutoring service manned by work-study 
students.
 
That's it. There are no special classes 
just for EOP students and no sanctioned 
academic leeway. EOP itself provides no 
grants or scholarships, though the staff is 
knowledgable about available funds. 
But Reyes is concerned about 
overcrowding.  "The biggest problem is 
money.- he said. The staff 
and  funds have 
not grown since the program began. "We 
can't do a preventative 
game."
 
The non-professional tutors must deal 
with as many as ten students at a time. 
Counselors, Reyes says, spend too much 
time with students already in trouble 
rather than helping assure they don't 
reach that stage. 
One of the alternatives is to reduce the 
number of students admitted to the 
program, but this would mean possibly 
turning away 
some who could make it 









A.S. Pres. Dennis King will present
 his 
version of the Association budget to the 
Budget Committee early next week. 
While 
actual
 budget requests total more 
than $568,000. King anticipates that ad-
ditional requests will drive that up to 
$750,000. or $292,000 more than the an-
ticipated income
 tram spring semester 
lees. 
In order to balance the budget, the 
$292,000
 must be 
cut  tram 
somewhere,  
which must be done by the Budget Com-
mittee, King, and the A.S. Council. 
"What we're faced with." King 
explained, "is a fixed income. many fixed 
costs, and the 
inevitable fact that 
not  
everyone  gets all they
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Court on a 




































selective  cuts." 
King












that  the people 














 their budgets 
requests 
because
 they know it will 
be cut. 




 cuts to eliminate
 the deficit he 
will
 be faced with,  which
 will run 
anywhere
 from $108,000 
to 
$292,000. 
Some of these cuts will 






mittee for some definitions  of
 relation-
ships.  between the A.S. and some of the 
groups it is funding. 
King wants these definitions lobe two-
part statements, including
 a statement 
from the Budget Committee defining the 
relationship as they see it. anti a second 
part Irom the organization being funded, 
to hear their interpretation. 
Among these 
groups are Womens. 
Intercollegiate Athletics. the En-
vironmental Information 
Center, the 
Spartan Daily, Reed Magazine, and the 
Grants -in






 King hopes to 
have legislative 
acts establishing
 some ol the AS. 
agen-
cies 
functioning  out of 
his  office, like the 
Planning 
Agency
 anti the Consumer
 Sw I - 
chimer&  This would 
insure future Wil-
ding 
tor the agencies as 
on -going 
programs.  King 
maintained.  
Complaining 
about  lack of authority. 
Reyes 
said he is frustrated with 
his  ability 
to make changes.
 He pointed out that 
students  selected for the program can 
only be technically
 recommended for ad-
mittance 
to
 SISU. This causes 
friction 
because the Admissions
 Of lice holds the 
final say,
 he said. 
Lack of cooperation in other 
areas  is 
worse, he said. 
Without  citing specific 






the project is waning among
 
the faculty members. 
When the project began live years 
ago. 
professors
 were quick to call and offer 
help or suggestions
 for EOP students in 
their classes. 




lower their standards to ac-
commodate EOP students. 






 cooperation or 
authority."
 
Reyes said he has
 neither. 
He is also concerned 
about the school's 




 guidelines were first 
raised "they (administrators) 
talked  it up 
a lot.- But few 
minorities  were hired. 
Concern about 
reverse
 racism. on the 
other hand, prompted a quick 
retreat  from 
the former 
position,  he said. Insistence on 





"A lot ol qualifications are 
thrown in as 
a matter
 of procedure," he said. As an 
example. Reyes said many
 minority group 
members  would make good deans except
 
they do not hold a PhD. 
"I don't think a quota system is 
neces-
sary.- 
A change in altitude is all 
that's 
needed to reform 
the  school's hiring prac-
tices.  Exceptions to the 
rules  have been 
made lor
 Whites, Reyes said, 
and  if 
changes are 
desired,






a side note, Reyes pointed out the 
Black and Chicano 
EOP  programs are 
being 
combined. All the facilities
 of  his of-
fice will be 
moved into the Black EOP 
building on the corner of San
 Fernando 
and Ninth
 streets by July I. 
The move, Keyes 
believes,  is part of a 
statewide attempt 
to cut education costs. 
The Reagan administration has 
con-
sistently 
pushed  for a reduction in EOP 
funds despite praise of the program
 from 
the State 





lawyers will successl ally 
cemove (lie {idiot.. provision that he can't 
hold union id lice until 1980. 
lie 
s against connubial visits because a 
wile shouldn t be 
treated













By BRUCE JEWETT 
Valentine's Day may
 have lett a lew 
with 
more  than just 
cards,
 candy and a 
kiss. It one
 contacted venereal disease, he 
can have it cheerf ally





on campus at Ninth 
Street,
 the 
Health Center is 
slatted  with general 
practioneers. There is no oft
 iris(' Venereal 
Disease 
Clinic.  However,  
treatment  and 
cure of VD are one
 of the standard, no -tee 
services. 
Dr. Raymond C. 
Miller is the 
coordinator of VU 
services
 at the Health 
Center. According
 to him there were 80 
cases of 
gonorrhea last semester. 
tie also ment
 toned here have been nine
 
cases
 in lanuary. 12 ma December
 and 20 in 
November. There 
have  been no cases 
DI 
Syphilis,




"I would say, as an eyeball
 statistic," 
Ur. Miller revealed, 
"that thirty percent DI 
the cases 





physicians  attributes the high 
number of female VU 
cases because 





 said men usually "learn 
right 




Younger women students may "be less 
aware 01 
the  dangers and symptoms 
of
 
VD,- Dr. Miller said. 




a stigma of being 
treated
 for VD 
than there was several 
years ago." 
A woman may 
think she has VD when 
she  actually has a yeast 
intection,  the doc-
tor 
mentioned.  She can be 
treated
 at tin. 
Health Center tor 
non -VD afflictions. 
fir. Miller reports that syphilis is 
not 
common with 
university  students. Many 
tear Vietnam 
veterans
 would bring back 
"incurable" strains of VD. 
But  at worse, 
says Dr. 
Miller.  "there are some cases 
which resist penicillin 
but  are not in-
curable. -
A major concern for
 Dr. Miller is 
keeping students at San 






 and the Health
 Genter's 






 to noon, doctors










 on VD," Dr. 
Miller 
stated.
 "You open 
it
 up tor dis-
cussion.-
Discussions  are also 
held








 of VD tor 
students
 is not 





 a Teen -Age 
Clinic
 amied tor high
 
schoolers in 
Santa  Clara County. 
The 
doctor




 St and the Teen Age 
Clinic, are 
confidential between
 doctor and patient. 
There is 
no required age to 
attain  this con-
fidentiality. 
reatment
 and cure 




 Miller and his 
staff.
 They 
must also track down
 VD sources. 
"For each
 individual that 
comes  in with 
VD," Dr. Miller
 said, "there's 
someone  out 
there 
who he or she got
 it trom." 
A patient is 
asked  to notify his 
or
 her 
sex  partners and refer 
them to the Health 
Center or 
to the County Clinic,  
it
 they are 
not students.
 No one is 
reluctant
 to do 
this. Dr.








 is very 
much 
concerned
 with the 
spread  of VD. It 
has  
donated money
 to programs 
and  case fin-
dings






 cases   




aware he or 
she has
 VD." 
Family  planning 




birth control pills, 
generally  





 Dr. Miller revealed
 the 
centers also look 





 to come 
in and discuss 
VD,"  Dr. Miller said. 
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It s a dog












Now,  the 








 Maurice Jones 
in 
security, 







that  all 
dogs must 
be kept on 
the owner's 
property or 
attached  to a 
leash  when 
traveling
 from home,
 dogs can enjoy
 
the same 
freedom  on this  
campus  that 









 1970, a resolution
 was 
submitted
 by lames 





 Canine Control 
Crusade
 









recommendations  were 
made by 
the council, and in that year
 a 
flyer was distributed 
during  orien-
tation 
asking  students to exercise 
tighter  control of their dogs. 
But, 
according
 to Lioi, the Dyers did 
not 









Quinton,  campus police 
chiel,
 agrees that dogs are
 a problem 
on campus. In addition
 to a number ot 
bites 
reported  in the past, there have 
been
 several complaints about 
the 
sanitation problem 
created  by dogs. 
Although 
dogs  are not confined 
solely 




 more of a 
problem here 
than  elsewhere, said Neil 
Bohnet,
 chiel ol the Division of Animal
 
Control in Santa 
ClaraCounly.  and the 
majority of 
complaints  from county 
campuses
 come trum SISU. 
Quinton says the 
problem
 could be 
helped with 
student  cooperation. "It 
people would control their dogs, 
there  
would not be  many
 complaints." 
One possible 
solution  off ered, which 
was never developed,
 was a dog day 
care 
center,
 where students could
 
leave their dogs 
while attending 
classes. 
Dogs not only 
tight each other. and 
beg 
lor  your lunch, but they 
also find 
relief from bodily 
functions anywhere. 
In reference 
to dogs which continue 
to 
remain
 in the Student 
Union. Ron 
Barrett said in 
October
 1971, they may 
face a confrontation
 with SISU 
security 
personnel.  
Dogs ollend some 
people  who are 
eating, so the past 
policy of the 
Student Union has 
been to identify the 
dog's 
owner  and request that he 
remove his pet. 
"In 90 per cent id the cases this is 
&Naive,-  said Barrett. "We go to 
every extent to lind the owner." 
*s. 
Banta Clara 
County's  dog leash law won't effect the play of these 
dogs  
Leash  less 
dogs  
nor the
 problems their "Ireedom" causes. Among these
 are sanitation. dog -
bites 
and
 an unprecedented population explosion









the Student Union 
Board ol 







"will be subject to 
removal 
by
 the Humane Society."  
According to Barrett,
 things haven't 
changed 




Two dogs were removed
 from the 
Union alter the policy
 was instituted. 
and apparent dog lovers
 stole almost 
24 al the anti -dog policy signs. 
Barrett added 
that the Union stall 
employees have asked more
 trequentIN 






Alter the last sign is 
at
 olen, the Daily 
noted in January 1972,
 no new signs 
will be 
put  up, since it seems 
they  are 









tributed by the Humane 
Society ot 
Santa Clara Valley,
 located at 2530 
Latayette
 St., Santa Clara, the 
animal  
population 
ot this county is experien-
cing an explosive growth. 
In one year
 alone, the Society han-
dled 37.000 dogs 
and 41,000 cats for a 
total ol 78,000 stray and 
unwanted 
animals. 
The responsibility !or 
this  surplus ot 
animals,
 according to the 
Humane  
Society, rests 
squarely  upon pet 
owners ol female animals 
who  allow 
their 
pets
 to breed litter alter litter 
which they cannot or will not keep.
 
Campus
 police LI. Jones said that 
unless the cat y of San lose changes its 
law, the Stantord dog action will not  
have any 
atlect  on us. 
Since Stanford University is a 
private school, it mat will to change its 
own laws and does not have to follow 
the stale code 
that
 a State University 
must 
lollow.  
LI. )ones Bald. "We have never had 





 that it is tied to 







the  dog is dangerous 
or has been grossly neglected, we call 






 in the past removed 
doge when necessary. we don't feel 
that Ihr ilcug hie on campus will 
change, especially with the warm 
weather coming, and.- he said, "the 
dogs on campus aren't really any 
bother. sip we have nothing













































































































































































































































































































































































































































years  to the 
point where
 he can 
no
 









































the  power 
to 
negotiate
 like any 
other  working 
group of 
people in 
this  country. 
Recognizing  the 
need








the  farm 
workers' 
plight,  the Daily
 urges 
SJSU Pres.
 John H. 
Bunzel,  and 
Edgar  Niethold, 
food service 
manager  of the 
Student  Union, to 
publicly announce
 their refusal to 
purchase 
non-union
 lettuce on 
this campus 
for the duration of 
the lettuce 
boycott.  
Quota system has flaws 
Editor's
 Note: Dr.
 John W. 
Gilbaugh  has been a 
professor of 
education at 
SJSU  since 1956. He 
received his bachelor's and 
master's degrees at Kansas State 
College. and a Ed. D. from the 
University of Kansas. Dr. 
Gilbaugh is a syndicated colutn-
nist including 
the San lose 
Mercury News.
 
HEW's Affirmative Action 
program, which in effect is a form 
of a quota
 employment system, 
may create more 
inequities
 than 
it eliminates. While there are few 
U.S. citizens opposed to the 
concept 
of equal pay for equal 
work, regardless of 
whether  it is 
performed by a person
 who is 
male or female, Black, 
White,  
Brown, Yellow, Protestant, 
Catholic,
 
Jew, Moslem,  or any 
other 






 many flaws in ef-
forts being 
made  to comply 
with  
HEW's edicts. 
While  this 
educator
 has been 
opposed
 from its 
inception  to a 
quota system 
based  on any of the 
above 







opportunity  for 
all U.S. 
citizens  with 
enforced 
special 
privilege  for 
none.  That, 
of 
course,





 But. special -
privilege
 legislation










That  is, 
an unfailing
 means













group  at 
the 































































later terminated for 
any 





































































Her first one-year 
appointment  
was on a temporarty basis. But, at 
mid
-year her department 
reportedly 
recommended  
regularizing her appointment to 
probationary status, so 
that 
benefits toward tenure and 
retirement
 would accrue. Ap-
parently, 
departmental
 efforts on 
her behalf did 
not succeed at the 
time, but she 
reportedly  was 
placed on regular 
appointment  
status
 at the beginning of the
 
current academic year. 
The 
irony  of this case,
 as it ap-







faculty member who 
is
 a native of 
India, has become 
a victim of the 
aforementioned cruel
 hoax. With 
an accredited 
doctor's  degree 
from a major 
U.S.  university, her
 
department 
has  reportedly 
recommended 




 at the 
close 
of the current 
academic 
year. 




focal point of an 
in-depth inves-

























endless  as 
time  goes 
on 
when 




I am sweet when I embrace 
yot  
with my arms, and sour when 
have to say goodnight or letting 
you catch your 
breath. 
I am sweet when 
I think of the 
times











those good old 
days
 of ours. 
But I know, 
sweet  or sour, you are 
there waiting
 patiently for our 
good old days 
to be reborn once 
and once 
agian  and again. 













Venceremos  fights for 
liberation
 
Editor's Note: This column was 
written by 
the San Jose 
Orgnaizing Committee of 
Venceremos. 
Venceremos  is a multi -national 
revolutionary organization ac-
tive in the
 Bay Area, with 
members 
participating and 
leading in struggles in factories, 
communities,  and schools. Our 
leadership 
is a majority of Third 
World 
people  and our 
organization 
uses Marxism-
Leninism and Mao-Tsetung 
thought as our guide to practice. 
We recognize that we are in an 
era when imperialism is heading 
for total collapse, that the peoples 
of Asia, Africa Latin America and 
the internal U.S. 
colonies
 (the 
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, 
Native American and Hawaiian 
nations) are the leading forces in 
defeating imperialism, and es-
tablishing  a new world -based on 
socialism. 
Therefore,
 we hold that is in the 
class 
interest  of all poor and 
working people to 
fight for the 
liberation of 
oppressed nations 
(outside  and inside the U.S.) as 
the best and most logical way to 
defeat imperialism and establish 
a socialist society here. 
Venceremos has a great many 
members working in factories, 
trying to link their daily struggles 
to improve working conditions 
with the long-range struggles of 
the working class and oppressed 
peoples. We have organized fac-
tory core groups and union 
caucuses to fight on many 
fronts 
for the needs of working
 people. 
For example, one member led a 
struggle to decertify a company 
union, replacing it with the 
ILWU. Others have gotten fired 
workers 
rehired.  Another 
member led 
angry workers in a 
fight against mandatory 
overtime, 
and  management had to 
back down completely. In 
another case, a group won the 
right to rotate jobs to eliminate 
boredom and strain. In many of 
these struggles, management 
knows that Vencermeos members 
are leaders and our cadre are 
protected by the organized power 
of the workers. 
But the needs and struggles of 
the proletariat are not limited to 
factories,  and Venceremos
 is ac-
tive in various communities. In 
East Redwood City, for instance, 




leadership in 1971, continues to 
meet the needs of the community, 















the clinic through regular 
participation 




1971,  Venceremos joined 
with the Black 
Liberation  Front 
and the Black Student Union to 
fight for the rehiring of a Black 
Stanford Hospital worker, to 
demand




and better service to the Black 
community east of the Bayshore. 
Then 175 riot police attacked 
their peaceful sit-in which was 
followed the next day by a 
walkout of hundreds of hospital 
workers, forcing the university to 
accede to several of the workers' 
demands.  
We have forced the city of Palo 
Alto to provide public funds for 
the operation of a drug program 
controlled by the people, and 




 which is run 
and controlled by 
the parents and 
teachers  of the center. 
While we believe that only 
through revolutionary socialism 
will 









 struggle, our short 
term programs
 and our right to 
control them 
ourselves can be 
won. Struggling
 around such 
programs we 
are gaining in 
strength
 and slowly 
eroding  the 
power 
of the state. 
Venceremos  members
 have run 
in local 
elections in 
order  to 

















 slate unseat the 
controlling big 
business  interests 
by








 aiding in the elec-
tion campaign
 of Bobby Seale
 for 
mayor  of Oakland.
 We have done 
widespread 
precinct  work 
around Proposition





housing  is a 
critical
 
need which caused Venceremos 
to 
create the Redwood City 
Housing Union. This 
union, 
constantly 
involved in struggles 






















througiPsiChir claims court. They 
have recently
 published a 
handbook of 
tenants  rights. 
But housing has 
become  more 
than a local issue too as 
master 
planners shift whole 
com-
munities here and there to make 
room for 




Hayward and Union 
City, 
Venceremos,




stopped one of 
those freeways 
cold last year. 












fight for more rights and 
ultimately freedom
 for all 
political prisoners
 also has 
become a main 
area of 
Venceremos work. 
And  of course 
we 




-war movement since its 
earliest days, 







consider it vitally 
important for
 poor and working 
people to fight, 
not just protest 
imperialism, and because 
we 
have been 
successful  in 
organizing 
large  numbers of 
people, we 
have come under 
heavy attack from the state. Thus 
we practice and teach people in 
our areas the skills of armed  and 
organized self-defense. And in 
several instances we have 
prevented bloodshed and 
preserved constitutional rights 





















principles  of 
unity
 





 in contacting us 
may 
call 328-4941 and 
leave their 















We rush to 
greet  and honor 
the  
returning 








dumped  tons 
of 
bombs
 on North 












for those who felt 
they 
might
 best serve their coun-
try 
by






















Many  of us 
who  have been 
in 
college for some
 time are begin-
ning to 
lake a look at ourselves
 in 
relationship to why 







for  graduating 
students in their field. This 
excludes such areas as business, 
engineering, and nursing, but for 
how long, who knows? A  recent 
report by HEW, states that only 
about 20 per cent of new job 
openings, will need college 
degrees, makes things look even 
bleaker. 
Now, some of us are beginning 
to askisn't there more to a 
college education then just the 
end results of a B.A.? For many 
people that's about as far as their 
degree is going to go! 
A brief glanceat those students 
I know, who have 
graduated,
 
reveals many mixed feelings 
about how much 
they
 have 
learned that can be useful
 in their 




room has been 
more  of a learning 
experience then the classroom. 
As far as immediate usefulness of 
what we learn, only auto 
mechanics, nursing, being a 
teachers aid, and a few others, 
fall into 
this  category. 
A look into the classroom 
where many of our learning 
experiences are supposed to take 
place, reveals a "totalitarian dic-
tatorship" on one hand and a 
"loose seudo-hip structure" on 
the other hand. Both are out-
moded in that they serve a 





unintentionaly  is 
irrelevant). The 
learning  
situation based upon what 
an
 in-
dividual learns, that he  can use in 
his society, is running a poor 
second, in comparison 
to the ef-
fort of trying to get students 
through





classroom of the future 
might be based 





required to learn 
a 
certain 
amount  in order 
to 
graduate.  This 
would  involve in-
dividualized  
instruction,  
allowing  each student 
to
 work at 
their  own speed. Students 
would 
carry six to 
nine  units, and many 
would graduate 
in eight to ten
 
yearsgoing  to 
school  only 
part-
time! They 
would  have 
frequent
 
feedback  in 
the






below  a 
Pass,
 of 90 per 
cent, you 
would  have 
to take 


























 you have 
learned.  
When





 a job in 
an 
area 
where  his 
knowledge
 would 
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Compiled from The 


























































at Los Angeles. 
Oxnard officials said 10 










 signals in the 
city were





rock  slides were 















 and San Diego
 said they 
fell the 
shock, 
and  jolts were noticed as 
farmland
 as San 
Bernardino and 
as tar south as Tijuana, Mexico. 
TEL AVIVA Libyan airliner
 which entered Israeli air space 
was tared an by Israeli 
lighter  planes yesterday, 
forcing  it to 
crash 
land
 in the Sinai Desert. Seventy 
passengers  plus the five -
man crew were killed,  and approximately 13 
survivors  were 














































at 155 N. 
Third  St., 
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will again be 





decided by 82-2-1 
vote, to keep 






 and mother of 421 
Westmont 
Ave.,  Campbell, 
was 
told at the last meeting
 
that she 
"would  not be heard. 
and it she didn't 













Peer counseling for disabled 
students, a 
new project of 
Student Activities and 
Services, has 
opened  this 
semester in the Student Ac-
tivities Office. 
The program, now
 in the 
experimental
 stage, has six 
paid disabled students for ad-
visors. The students 
were 
trained last 
semester by Dr. 
David 




The Student Activities Of-
fice
 is located in the 
old  
caleteria building on 
Seventh 
Street.
 The advisement 
program's hours are 9 a.m. to4 
p.m. 
Monday and Tuesday, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday and 
Thursday, and 9 
a.m. to 12 
p.m.  on Friday. The phone 
number
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 is the means, 
pleasure




a side effect. 






patience.  This is 






masseur and author of "The Art of massage.-
Inkles gave a two hour lecture 
and  
demonstration  at the 
Student Union last 
Tuesday.  
The laying -on -of
-the
-hands has been 
around  since the dawn 
of 
mankind.  In the past, 
massage  has either been 
lauded for its 




benefits  have now been 
substantiated
 as massage 
has been incorporated 
into  the medical 
profession
 as part of 
physical therapy. 
Antiquated 
warnings  that massage 
should  only be conducted 
under  a doctor's 
supervision
 and the more recent
 negative con-
notations surrounding massage are
 now being ignored as more 
people 
discover  the sensuousness of massage 
in
 the privacy of 
their own homes. 
Inkeles, who
 sees massage as a holy experience. said, 
"We 
touch heaven when we lay 
our hands on the human body." He 
stressed
 that all mammals need to be touched, including people. 
Studies have shown that physical 
contact  is an important part 
of human growth and 
development,  he said. "Kids love to be 
touched," lnkeles said, "yet as they 
age they learn to avoid 
physical contact. 
American  culture reinforces these taboos 
against
 touching." 
He said this can result in tension and the development 
of 
psychological 
problems in later life. Through the relaxation of all 
the senses by careful rubbing
 and kneading. man's sensitivity 
can be reawakened. 
Massage:









relatively  simple to 
learn He 
encourages  
gentleness  and 
rhythm  over 
technique  
A mellow 
atmosphere  is 





Incense  and relaxing






firm bed or a 
well padded 
floor  are the 
best
 surfaces on 






 oil is the best
 lubricant. 
Nudity is 








does  all the work,
 the person 
receiving the 
massage should
 keep their 
eyes
 closed and 
remain  completely
 
passive  throughout the 







partners  should 
never  be broken
 until the whole





 st arting on the
 center of the 






 legs to the feet 
and  up 
the body to the




finished  with the 
front  at the body,
 he 
should  wipe off the
 oil with a soft 
towel,  turn his 
partner  over on 
her stomach
 and begin 




 many different 
strokes for various 
parts 
ol the body. 
"A 
complete  body 
massage
 is two hours
 of sheer 
pleasure,"  
Inkeles continued," 




receiver  of the massage)
 is as close to 
levitation  as 
. he'll ever
 be. So be silent, let




did  stress that to give
 one of these 
massages
 
v is a lot
 ol work. Work 
is rewarded 
when
 the giver 
becomes
 the 










its  main job 
begins at night. the
 
Department
 of Buildings and 





San  lose 
State University
 campus. 
Unobtrusive in  nature, the 
department takes
 care of the 
physical operation of the cam-
pus. 
With
 a budget of $3.5 
million,
 the department is 
capable of handling any 
problem which might come up. 
It hese staff
 ol
 285.01 these, 
160 are custodians, only one of 
whom is on duty during the 
day. The rest of the staff in-
cludes
 plumbers, electricians, 
gardeners,  steamlitters and 
even a full time mechanic. 
The
 majority of the staff is 
unseen, 
because  as 
Superintendent of Buildings 
and Grounds, Byron Bollinger 
puts it, "When the 
students  are 
in the classrooms, the staff 
can't
 be." 
Bollinger noted that one of 
the major problems facing the 
department
 is the recruitment 
of new employees. A carpenter 
he 
pointed
 out "can 
earn  $400 




















work  every 
day.  but at 
SjSU, the 

















can  justify asking for ad-
ditional funds, it makes
 it a lit-
tle bit easier," Bollinger con-
tinued. "But we 
are  never able 
to get as much as we  
need."
 
Much of the 
department's  







 All at the 
state





but if a 
school has a 
particular 














also  make 
up a large 
part of the 
staff. 
These 













bear  the 
brunt
 tor the 
smooth
 operation














Technology" is the theme for a 
special open house presen-
tation today from 10 a.m. to 10 
p.m. in the San lose State 
University Engineering 
Building. 
The open house will feature 
over 90 exhibits and displays 
that 
cover  a wide range of 




study in the areas of soil 
conservation, sewage 
Backpacking
 tips offer basic essentials 
on 




(This is the 
first  of a three-
part series 









and old  alike. Freedom 
to move and not be impeded
 by 
roads. 
Freedom  to learn 
to be 
self-sufficient 
and freedom to 
expand
 one's mind and 
let a 
person become



























take to the 
trail and 
explore the 
outdoors,  but are 























































































 walking on 
the rugs 
in your 




agree to this. 
If the boots 
aren't  
comfortable  
in any way 
take 
them back to  






 Your Hiking 
Boots 
Proper care of 







snow seal, and 
rock climbers 
should epoxy the boot seams
 
Iput epoxy 
resin on the shoe 
seams),  because 
this
 is the 
first part of the shoe 
to wear 
0111. Hiking 
binds Thould he 
cleaned and 
waterproofed  
after  each wearing. 
A good 
lightweight sleeping 
bag is an absolute must for 
overnight hikers. It should 
always 





quate sleeping bags will cost 
anywhere 
from $55 on up. 
One -and




down is the 
minimum amount of in-
sulation 
material a person 
should have. More 
may  be 
necessary depending on how 
much heat a person
 generates 
while 
sleeping.  All a sleeping 
bag or other bedding
 can do is 
delay
 the loss ol body warmth 
by insulating the 
individual  
both against undue waste of 
their heat and encroachment 
at cold and wind. 
The type of construction a 
sleeping  bag has makes an 
enormous
 difference  in 




construction  or 
chevron overlapping tube 
construction  are among the 
best tor 
sleeping  bags. Check 






 Bag Against 
Moisture  
An ensolite sleeping pad 
spread underneath the bag 
while sleeping is a protective 
measure against moisture and 
for maintaining constant
 
warmth. In addition, a plastic 
tarp should be placed 
underneath the ensolite pad 
to
 
avoid further dampness. 
For backpacking, where 
weight and space are primary 
considerations, a good tent is a 
plastic tube tent which can 
shelter hikers against wind 
and rain. The only material re-
quired to pitch the tent is a 
long 
piece of nylon cording, 




needs as well. This tent is 
lightweight







 is required. This 
will 
cost  approximately $28 to 
VAL 
They

























 30-35 pounds 
com-
fortably on 
their back and men 
usually bear 





padded  belts 
and 
cushioned straps to relieve 
pressure 
on the back so the 
hiker carries 
most  of the 
weight on 
his hips. 
It's a  








































1.00 ST1 DENTS 
RI I )1.414:1.1 on\ 
1-3  














convenient items when it's 




 and other 
equipment packed in "stuff 
bags" he will be able to remove 
the few wanted items from his 
knapsack
 without getting 
everything else wet. 
Tomorrow: Selecting the 
necessary equipment to in-
clude in the knapsack will be 
discussed as 
well
 as how to 
choose the proper 
clothing for 




Other scientific exhibits 




trograph, a punch tape 
automatic typewriter,  a 
bidirectional ramp generator. 
The open 




 student aftairs 
committee and 






















































For over six years we 
have  worked with the auto 
insurance  industry to attempt to 
bring to the 
college student 
better coverage at reasonable
 
rates.  We can show you how 
to minimize your 
auto 
insurance  bill to suit your 
individual 
situation. Come in or 
call  today for a personal 
quotation
 on 








S. Third St. 
289-8681 
















































































































































supervisors have banned all 
oll-highway vehicles tram 
county 
reservoirs  because of 
their hazardous effects 
to the 
ecology at the areas. 
Supervisors ruled Tuesday 
that the vehicles, 
mostly 
motorcycles and dune buggies, 
cause erosion, damage to 
vegetation, 
and are a menace 
to park areas. 
Hie banning ol the vehicles 
means they no 
longer  will be 
permitted on slopes, bottoms, 


















 who is 
interested. 
He noted 
that  15 
SISU 








and  a 
part-time  
volunteer  at 
AFO,  said 





































about  the 
excursion. 
They
 said the $115 
for 
transportation  
is a savings. 
A 
regular












should be paid to us by 
Tuesday,  Feb. 27." 
The group will spend Sun-
day, Monday and "Fat Tues-
day" at the festival.
 
"Fat Tuesday" is the day 
tielore Lent 
and the climax of 




Jones Jr. said, "I hope 
everyone 
packs their bag with 
ci costume so they'll really be 
part of the festivities." Jones 
Sr. added. "It they'll call  the 
AFOotficeat 
294-3449
 we can 
give them information on 
reasonably priced places like 
the YMCA to slay." 
MU is a community -based 
organization, which has 
volunteers from
 surrounding 
college campuses including 
SjSU. 
AW helps former inmates 
become 
readjusted  and gain 
community acceptance. 
Jones Sr. 
explained,  "You 
see, the farmer inmate is 
usually frightened
 and 
isolated. People say 'Stay 
away, you've been in 
prison:  
A lot at 






anti.status  quo 
By VIRGINIA GOLDEN 
A total 




War  II. And so it 
goes. 
Dresden. 
Germany  was once 
a line example of 
a city with 
baroque and rocacco 
architec-
ture. II 
was not a military 
target. It was destroyed
 by 
bombs
 during World 







he was a prisoner
 of war in the 
basement 





How does one 
come to grips 
with a world-wide disaster 
such as the last 
great war? 
Kurt Vonnegut jr. 
attempts In 









Vonnegut's best selling book
 
was 
reviewed  yesterday by 
Dr. Conrad 
Borowski,  as-




at the faculty book 
talk. 
Dr. Borowski said that 
Vonnegut's 
popularity  with 
young 
people is due to the fact
 
that his 
books are the "an-




Despite attacks from 
literary
 critics. Dr. Borowski 








 about a historical 
event in a much better
 way 
than 
a "dreary chronicle" 
might have done.
 
"Writers of quality are not 
writing for the statusquo," ac-
cording
 to Dr. Borowski. 
"Slaughterhouse -Five" is not a 
great book by 
traditional  stan-
dards.- Vonnegut, however. 
was not irvine In 

















 who may 
receive
 as 






 the UCSB program, will he 
at 
San lose State University 


























can  receive as 
much  as 
three years
 of linanmal
 aid,  
two years for
 a Master's 







sic, he added. 
Billy Pilgrim. 
the 
protagonist of the story,  is a 
"crackpot,"  says Dr. Borowski. 
He is a typical representative 
at
 the upper
-middle class of 
this country. He is an anti-
hero. 
typical
 of so many in 
modern literature. His adven-
tures in Dresden 
reveal  the ab-
surdity of a POW's 
existence.  
In normal life, Billy Pilgrim 
is a dentist in the Midwest. 
He 
leads a dreary existence, save 
has occasional
 imaginary trips 
to Trallamador, a distant 
planet 
which  has sent extra-
terrestrial beings to 
Earth  to 
capture a sample of the 
species. 
Billy Pilgrim is caged and 
put on 
display  on 
Trallamador,
 so that the 
beings can observe man and 
his strange 
behavior. 
Dr. Borovski calls Billy 
Pilgrim's experiences on 
Trait amador Vonnegut's 
"Promethean
 effort." 
Vonnegut, he says, has done 
"an 
excellent
 jabot giving us a 
glimpse of the idiocy our 
world has subjected us to." 
The 
primary virture of the 
book, he concluded, is that 
some
 
















 said Dr. 
Borowski.
 
The liyarl. Untrue Club will  preeent 
two Wm. at 7 30 p.m in the ST) 
liallroom Admission is tree. Films are 
Uespereiet.hase
 
and  The Hods end I. 
Friday 
SISU Hillel Club will hold a pot luck 
dinner at at 530 pm at the lewish 
Students Center. located at 441 
S.
 lOth 
Si All are insited 
The Flying Twenty is now conducting 
Ir.outs I.ir the SIbt Airmeet team Any 
try to give it to them." 
lone' and Jones" organized 
MU in 1971. It helps former 
inmates find housing, lobs and 
vocational  training. If they 
would rather go back 
to
 
school. AR) will help them 






located at 411 E. San Antonio 
St.,  sends books and magazine 
subscriptions to prison 
libraries. 





and  poetry. 
While most of their energy 
goes  toward prison 
reform, the 
'totems 
pointed  out that 
they  
try to help anyone
 who is in 
need. For 
instance, if a 
person 
wants to find 





















answer  or 
they'll  find someone 
who 
does." 
The lather and 










phasized  that they 
would be 
happy
 to speak to classes on 
this subject at any time. 
Jones Sr. 
concluded,  -Ile 
main  purpose of the group 
is to 
help us help others." 
He added. 
"We're no 




 could do just




























 a popular 
outdoor sport, is a relatively 
harmless game 
until  the player 
misguides the Frisbee, at 
which time it may 
become  a 
menace.
 
For example, at Stanford 
University recently
 a mis-
thrown Frisbee broke a first -
floor sprinkler 
head,  Hooding 
a hallway and 12 adjoining 
rooms in a campus apartment 
complex. 
The offending Frisbee, a red. 




the floor ol a sodden room alter 
breaking the fusible link in a 
hallway sprinkler head and 
tripping the system. 
The Frisbee's three ac-
complices sat unhappily 
nearby, apologizing
 to their 
neighbors far the two inches 
at
 
water that covered hallway
 
carpets and seeped into 
carpeted bedrooms and  tiled 
kitchens. 
Firemen shut down the main 
sprinkler control valve as soon 
as they arrived at the water -
How alarm,
 but the broken 




of water -per -minute 
into the hallway.
 
The firemen mopped up the 
water with special vacuum 
cleaners, pushed it out 
doorways with large rubber 
squeegees, and used inch -and -
a -half hoses 
to improvise 
drains for the sprinkler piping. 
Moral of 
story:  Flying 
Frisbees can be 
bun,
 but look 
out, 
Frisbees




Executions  of persons con-
51SUsludentscarryingsix or moreunits 
and holding a pilot,
 license is elisibb 
and encouraged  111 apply. For more in 
lormation call lerry
 
lairbarin at 077. 
0455. Cinema Quit at the Day...Wh 
played Christ in "The Greatest Story 
Ever Toldf" Whet wee the starertuddeil 
circus film
 that climaxed with a env, 
tacular train crash?  What musical wa, 
based on the no, el 













 eri How I Photograph Myself by 
k,inec
 (Orig. $6) Now $1.911 
Bunny Yeager. Tips 
on 
ailnr, 










$7.95)  . 
$2.98  
Young 




























recipes  (Ong. $3 
50) $1.49 
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM 
Fietisli, Travel, Biography, Children's Books, Religion, Music, Art, 
etc. Get these new books at Bargain Price NOW at San Joss Book 
Shop. COME


































Bride  Con Cook by 
Mau-
de Owens. Softbound 
. $130 
Cannibal Isle o novel by Wm. 
Stevens ($6 95) 
.. 
Solo  $1.00 






1600 yrs.   
$1.95
 




















 ol lenses may 
be televised in Arizona, 
reports the st udent
 newspaper 
at the University ol Arizona. 
Sen. Scott 
Alexander, 14 -
Tucson, introduced an 
amendment this month to an 
Arizona Senate bill  
reinstating the death penalty. 
The amendment 
proposes  to 
publicly broadcast prison 
executions on local networks. 




 It to spoils, Ow 
program I 




"but if the stale in 
going to impose the death 
penalty, it ought
 to be in-
volved in its execution." 
He added televised 
executions may 




















Protest ant minister  
who  
volunteered as a crew member 
of the 
ship  "Exodus  1947,"
 will 
speak in the S.U. 
Coslanoan  
Room Sunday at 
8 p.m. 
The Rev. Mr. Grauel first
 




hearing reports of Nazi 
persecutions. Later
 he mined 





overtaken on its way to 





















Grauel  gave a 
report
 





 on Palestine. 
'Ibis report was a key tar lot 
in 
the United Nations 
resolution for 
the es-





Rev. Mr. Grimm 
s 
appearance
 is sponsored by 
the Hillel 
Foundation  and the 
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PRODUCED BY THE FIRST OF 
FILMED


















NI L.. Anaelea. 



















 RAY MORRISON 
Pouring in 22 points uguiwa 
Sun 
Diego State University 
last Saturday evening Johnnie 
Skinner,  guard for the San lose 
State flniversity basketball 
teem scored his 







































































Inman  and Goby 




finished with 1504 points
 
in 
1946-49  while 





don't  know what 
records
 I've set,- 
Skinner  said. 
"I lust 
try to help the team 
win; 
records don't





64 out -1, senior 
finished 
his 



































it  an indoor
 sport 
with










"Besides,  it 
was too 
cold to 
ploy  football 






















 said he chose 
SJSU  
because of 


















































HAS  TAKEN THE NATURAL 
FRAGRANCES THAT SURROUND 
YOU AND 
MIXED 
EACH WITH A MEASURE OF MUSK 
MIX ONE WITH YOUR OWN BODY CHEMIS-















































11 S. First St .U1
 Me 
301 Isis I 
Country




 a I 





















 be at a place 
where I 
would be 
known  off the courts 
as 
well as on 
them."  
Skinners
 name can be 
found  
on almost 










field  goal attempts 
15141




field  goal 
attempts (1.097)
 in a career. 
 









(15 ppg) in 
a career. 
 Second 




 Second in 











credit  to the 
team.  "All 
the  work he 
has  put into 
the  
game
 has been 







 a BS degree in 
Psychology.
 He then 
plans to 
spend an 
extra  year at SJSU 
to 
work




going  into social 
work. 
"I've 
proven  that it is 
pos-
sible 
to be both o 
scholar  and 
an 
athlete
 and hope to 
have 
been a good 









 of a 




was patched up at 
the end 
of 
the season and 
Skinner has 
been in 
every  game 
since.
 













become  a 
winner," 
said 
Guevara.  "I 
would
 let. him try 
more 
shots  if we had a 
much 
taller and 













were the words of San lose 
State University wrestling 
coach Terry Kerr. 
Kerr was commenting
 on the 
Spartan's recent 
two meets 
against Los Angeles State 
University
 and Fresno State 
University last 
weekend. 
The grapplers are prepping 
for
 the 
upcoming  PacificCoast 
Athletic 
Association finals 
this weekend in Long Beach, 
which should boil down to a 
dual meet 
between  the 
Spartans and Fresno. 
SJSU 
matmen recorded 
their eighth victory of the 
season,
 as they downed the 
Diablos 34-12 in Los Angeles. 
Dan 
Kids,  wrestling at 126 
pounds, instead of his usual 
118 pound
 bracket, and 
Donnell Jackson [heavy-






1118  pounds), 
Oscar Trevino (134 pounds), 
Jim Lucas (143 pounds), and 
Dean Prescott (177 pounds) all 
recorded wins for SJSU. 
Mike Cunningham (150 
pounds) received a superior 
decision for the Spartans la 
win by more than ten points), 
and Tim Kerr (167 pounds) 
won by forfeit. 
The Bulldogs of Fresno then 
handed
 SJSU
 a 21-18 setback 
in Fresno, in a tight battle. 
Once again Kids, this time 
wrestling at his usual 118 
pounds, and Kerr led the 
Spartans by pinning their op-
ponents in the losing effort. 
Heavyweight Jackson was 
upset  by Mike Mendes 4-3, for 
only his third loss of the 
season. 
"Fresno showed us a lot of 
moves, but 
we surprised 
them," stated Kerr. "They 
expected to 
walk  right over 
The Spartans.
 who are co -
favored along with Fresno to 
win the 
PCAA,  are currently 
9-10-1 on the season, and
 are 




PCAA,  the league 
championship is decided on a 
final meet at the end of the 
season, when all the schools in 
(he










she goes for another lay-up. 
He
 has collected 1062 points 
making
 him 
third on the Spartans 
all-time




year Skinner finished 
the 
season  with 11/ fieldgoals 
and 34 foul shots




three games left to play 
this year. he bus 146 
field 
goals,
 51 foul shots for 
343 
points.  
"Skinner  is a much 
more 
complete player 
than he was 
when 
he first came here,"
 said 
tlleVONI s !men rewarding  
to see him become a winner... 
For 
Skinner,
 the honors 
aren't over with yet. When the 
post -season
 awards will be 
given, his name
 should be 


































team  swamped 
the baby 
Gators  93-48














San  Francisco 
team 




all  scorers 
with
 17 
points for SJSU. 
SJSU's 










 who want  
respect, sorry Rodney, self 




Recreation Program of San 
Jose State 
University  has 
just such a class. 
The complete 
Backpacker will deal with 
the pleasures and problems 
at wilderness living and 
travel, through a four part 
series of illustrated lec-
tures.
 
 Feb. 28 -March 
7Backpacking  Fun-
damentals 
 Choice of food, 
equipment, packing the 
pack, and use of proper 
trail techniques. 
 March 1 4 - 
21Wilderness Survival
 
 Surviving in the wilds, 
food and 




 March 28 -April 
4Mountaineering 
. Off trail situations, 
basic rock climbing, route 
orientation
 and safety 
procedures. 







There  is 
.510
 




 Feb. 28, 
at 4 

























excellent passing on offense 
and a consistent





only one sinit 
each time they 
had  the ball. 
























 f or San 
Francisco  was 
8























first  hall, when 








has  a real 
line team 
and it shows 
a lot of 
potential." said 
Ed Boyle, 
freshman coach for 
San Fran-
cisco. "Of 
course, we gave 
away
 a lot of height,
 but still 
San lose played





 of forward 
Greg 
Chisolm,
 and the 
ball  
hawking  of guard 
Jim Thorne 
led the 





 in double 
figures. 
San 




but SJSU out 
shot
 the baby 
Gators, 57.9 to 
34.3
 per cent, 
Irom the floor,
 and 83.3 to an 
even 59 






Rams in opener 
Coming  up with live rung in 
the sixth 





team chalked up 
its 
first win Monday 
afternoon 
against 




 had ten 
hits 














Spartans  going 
lour in-
nings.



















that the Spartababes 
"were .! 

















 tournament,  
all intramural
 games
 to be 
played tonight













 But we did come 
up with five 
runs





 for SJSU 
will be 
the Bay Area College 
Baseball League Tournament.
 
beginning today at Stanford's 
Sunken Diamond. The 
Sparlababee 
brat  toe will be 
San loaquin Delta college. 
The SI SU pitching staff will 
have the help of Steve Gordon -
Forbes. recently sent down 

















273 E. San Fernando 
next to Peanuts 
295-7778  
 LOOSE SHEE I 
BRING  THIS AD 
Discover
 the World  on Your 










iralasta and the Orient. Over 7500 
students from 450 campuses have 
already 
experienced  this interna-
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog 
WCA, Chapman College,

























NOW IS YOUR 


































(his AKA I Stcico
 
I 





clusive AKAIOX glass and crystal ferrite head...dust-and-wear-
tree...lifetime guaranteed. But that's not all. 
the
 OX -220 in-
cludes 4-track stereo/ monaural recording and playback. 3 


































 shut  MI. built-in




tape  litters,  all this 
and more at a 
price  


















Small enough to 
lit  snugly into hand, 
purse, attache
 case or pocket, 
SONY  Ac-






model  is full 
all 
the 
quality  and 
dependability
 that's 















 touch in precision cassette 
recording.
 get your hands 
on




mounted VU meters. 
straight-line,  studio 
style input 


















I 10A makes a 101 01 tricnds 
everywhere it goes with such 
features  as 
built-in 
condenser  microphone, digital 
tape counter, locking last -forward and 
rewind 
buttons,  built-in recharging circuit 













 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
 OPEN 5 NIGHTS
 'TILL 9 
 OPEN
 SATURDAY 
9 to 6 
 
OPEN  SUNDAY NOON to 5 




































































































































 y ou 
can 
sale 
$67  I. sama 
era 
Bel wren 








































































































































































all  the 







the  new 






































though  more 
daring
 look HI the 
1101)  Bible In 














59c  each 























 Pan YOUR 
adven-
ture, $3 00 JIA 































John & Mary Rhoades 
297-3886 
Iscariot







































































Not  only 
are  the 












































































































































reflect  the 
melodic  
























































tubes  behind 
Saturday,
 Feb. 24, 
to
 assume 
the role of 









Bell  will 
portray
 Herr 



















purchased  at the 
San  lose 
Box 





 written by 
Gael Douglass.
 is the story ot a 
hip 
cmnmune  that settles 








 to rock, will be 
perlormed by 




 College will be 
sponsoring
 the l.eland High 
perlormance  at 
6677  Camden 
Avenue. 
Under the 
direction  of 
George 
Costa, the production 
will lour 
Northern  California 









Spartan Travel Mart 








Iiii  lo u.spei.l 
great things. 





about  a boy 
who 
misses 




 the listener 
dying to hear the
 rest ol the 
album. 'Itie
 rest ul the album 
does
 lust that;







belongs back in the 
swamp, 
"I'm Going 
to Be a Teenage 
Idol," "Midnight 
Creeper,"  and 
"Teacher
 I Need You- only 




or she doesn't buy Lit-
tle 
Richard or Beach Boy 
records anymore. 
Tlw 
kind  at rock that John 
pushes in'his newest 
album is 
simply
 out of 
date, 
meaningless "fun"
 music that 




 but not 
today when
 
the  listener, 
besides 


















date.  "take 
Me
 To The 
Pilot"  on 
his  first 
album
 as an 
txample
 ol 

















foot  stamp 
on 











 at not 
fading 
into 




















ballad/1  such as 
"Your 






 are in 
the past. 
Flippant
 items such 
as 
"Texas Love 
Song"  and "I'm 
Going to 
Be a Teenage 
Idol" 
just don't come 
across with 
any lyrical meaning. 
In"Teenage
 Idol." John 
sings 
out Tatipin's lyrics: 





I ni gonna be
 
a teenage idol. no 
matter how long it takes, 
You coOt Imagine what it 
means to me, 
I'm gonna grab myself a place 
in history... 
With this 
album, it is 
debatable whether one wants 





lime Salt use I 
111,11115 Union 
will












































Spinsored by African Student Union 
ALMA.% -
 I 
MOJA - ISINDIAL 
ASt, 






Diolof rice (glans) 
Moambe
 (Laire) 











And two more groups 
Blit. PARIS (10 
p.m.  to 3 p.m.) 
484 San 
Fernando




















































































































appeal  for scholarship 
unds In send Bay Area 
students to the Asilomer 
Conference on "New Realities 
at Power in Asia.- was made 
by World 
Matra Council 




 tor the 
conterence 
are  
539,  but any 
contribution
 may 





Stunt hero Cali I 





















 $1.39 to $3.50 










 from the 





Lova YOUR DOSS 






























We will ask you to do  little research 







GUYS AND GALSI 
Join 
 college-age BALLET 
class 
at 











GOT A PROBLEM OR A 
QUESTION?
 










 SCHOOL A NON -GRADED 
ALTERNATIVE 























begin  Thor. Feb 22111n3 
Mar  29 
7.5 30p 
m $8 fee Sign 
up
 C U Cashier's 
Office Instructor 
Roger Hedge (aii 










 into call 739.6030 















too evening of 
















DANCE TROUPE WA TOMS" 











 STRAW DOGS" 
STARRING DUSTIN 
HOFFMAN,  7 & 10 







General  & 
Advancedl  
MWF  







A week  course 
MW












MUSIC every F 















Bighorn.  has so 1971 
tFailllent 




BLACKLITE  POSTERS $1 50 PATCHES 
75c
 SLIP INCENSE 25-290. PIPES 51 00 




GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP 





 LIGHTS $1795. GAS 
OSLO
 BULB $395 
INDIA  PRINTS. FISH 
NETTING 51 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $200 
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1 
515 from
 SJSU Phone 2924409 
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you'll love 
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore 
Recent paperbacks at price Best 
501 -Fl
 
selection in Bay Area Records. too We 
nave the books you 
want & need & best 
prices in 
town Yes. we buy & trade books 
& records. RECYCLE 235 So 1st St 286-
6275. 
THE









 We thru Sun 6-4 










 & C011eCtablee 
'Si 
CHEVY  Y. TON 














 IISST OFFER 
227-5897  
70 KAWA 350 Bighorn.
 has No 1971 im-
provements  Excellent  
coed
 $500 Call 
385-5800 FladWOOd 
City 





I LIKE MY VW, 
BUT MUST SELL 
recently  rebuilt 1750 
cc  
engine 
Incepts)  I un to drive and 
look. stock. 
Extras Good dependable transponation 
for $850 961-5739 









PLYMOUTH.   
Wedge.  barrel. Hydro.  Amer mad's. 
stereo radio $900 













tires  $400 
/offer  252-3893
 
'SS AUSTIN AMERICA Perfect 
condition, 









 bottom Must 






 MONTEREY, low miles.  
misspent exceilent condition Best 
offer  
295-9601
   
FOR SALE 
DRESSER










 MAMIYA C-330 system. ex-
tra lenses plus accessories
 1 year old 
Save $400 227.1000 
SAVE  THIS AD:
 Before you 
purchase 
coolly stereo equip retail check 
tv/us  for 
discount prices to SJS 
students  (on all 
your needs) We guarantee 
the lowest 
prices
 in the Bar5 Area on 
such nemeses 
Sinew Pioneer, Marantz. 
Tim. Dual, 
etc Cali us for 
weekly  specials 1001 292-
5553 or 252-2028 
Kam  TRAILER for sale saw 
28013'  
1951 Good condition Cali 578-3159 or 






 11 lbs 





















MC rag, father 
German  Shepherd-Lab 
au or 
brown,
 6 weeks. 13 
582-2057  
MEAD SKIS: 420 cm, -standard" Metal
 
with new 





11001(11,  paperbacks 
once). and magazines 
Nast  old 
bookstore,  Merriest
 in Santa Clara 
Valley  
since 1928
 Woodruff & Thush 
Twice  
Reed BOOMS,  81 E San 
Fernando  btwn 
2nd 8 3rd. 10 30-530 10% off with this 
ad 
SAMS ARE FUN with the new, colorful 
acrose-the-tub bath 
tray Ss them at 










 system It 
offers  no 
comparison  at $135 
Meese  call Bill at 
354-9389 Other fine 
systems  from 525 
TRUMPET: Bsge B flat medium -Mrs* 
bore Like new-prof essional quality horn 











atmosphere  near 
the campus 385 




 John 356-5708 
SKIIS & 
BOOTS
 Nordica 9 At buckle 
Nein, sc,, //Ill
 cm salomon step -on bin-
dings Both for $50 
Will sell separately 
Gan 287.4485 
HELP WANTED 
PENINSULA FAMILYweri-ts rinip-o-n-s4;Te 
student husband and wile lobe summer 
caretakers at mountain camp on 
beautiful lake in High Sierra Duties 
will 
be light ample time for hiking. boating. 
swimming, fishing. reading. 
$100
 per 
month plus room,  board transportation 
Camping 
experience
 car,  references re-
quires
 Send letter and snapshot 
to Post 
Office  Box 2476 Menlo Park CA 94025 
Ion prompt response 
PERSON




plaster molds Mrs 9-1. but 
flexible






serious work for persons of good 





$75/hr  Periodic. Box 1365. Mt. View 
GARDENER
-HANDYMAN,  to work 3 
hours every Sunday
 rnorn at Ulu Apply 



















dy's Cepp'S  
Tavern,





























Call an 4 







2 DORM. APTS,  
for  rent Stadium .5155 
unfurn  576 S 5th St Call 293-4767 See 
mgr in .8 or east 'nor on 04 
140 AND UP. nice,  comfortable,  quiet 
rooms downtown 
kit 
priv..  293-3910 156 


































































 Move in now 
or





linen  & maid 
ServoCe,  color 
T V. 
Kitchen priv . tile 
showers.  parking 
Center of activity
 237 E San 
Fernando
 
$89 to 589/mo 
290-9504  or 293-6345 
UNIVERSITY




fireplace,  grand piano. 
color  T V. 
recreation 
room,  kit env 








 So. I 1th 
293-7374
 
LARGE & 3 ER.. 2 ba AEK. carpets. off 
it perk. 
pool.  4 blks to campus. Study 
at-
mosphere
 470 S 11th St al 287-7590.
 
CLEAN. comfortable
 1 bdrm apt. turn. 
6335 8th St 5130/month Call 28157474 
or 294-7332 
LARGE 1 8 2 bdrm apts turn/slum 
New carpets No kidsrpels 288-2008 283 
E Reed St 
crnr
 of 7th 
OUST
 APTS FOR RENT 1 
brIrm-$110  2 
bdrrn-$130




one-bedroorn  apts fervent 
$t45 per month & sec.
 dept 406 So 5th 
St Inquire apt 165, 
294-5270.  
STUDIO'S $80 Ms Only 620 S 3rd St 
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to 
share large 2 bdrrn apt with 2 other. $40 
Go  
util  Walking distance to campus 
2924636 
LARGE, CLEAN. FURNISHED 2 bdrm. 
AEK parking lndry
 Quiet study at-
mosphere












FROM $68/mo. New room* sera* the 
Campos
 Ail prov 
pd Men at 99 S 
Be women 278 S 
10111
 St Many extras 







roommates  needed to 
share 5,962
 Ss opt with 2 others $40 
eft  util 
Walking
 distance to campus. 
292-7866 
DORM 
CONTRACT  FOR 
SALE:
 WIll pay 
buyer
 550 to take contract 
contact Bob 
Martin 388-8884 or 
256-8330  Leave 
was-
ROOM 

























change for gardening,  arx1 
housework
 





 10 rain 
from State 
near  McKee & Jackson $103. 
cleaning deposit 
$205 month call 251-
7450 
LARGE 2 BORM,  
a BATH FURN. APTS. 
$150imo
 See at 508 S 11th St Call 294-
7386. Summer rates 5110. 
DUPLEXnewly remodeled 
1 bdrm 590 
Ice box & stove Also. 1 turn room,
 
tamale snare house 
$45 Low, low 
summer rote 
246-3023.  739-5479 
SUNNY ROOM In 
large house. 570/mon-
th 98 S 17th St 
or call 295-7441 
GIRLS TO SHARE newly turn. rooms 
One 




washer & dryer.  441 S. 6th Si,
 Mrs. 






summer rates. Indry. 
facil.  Oust. 536S  






 EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE, 
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER 
ENGLISH  




RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract 
Free del 
Free service Call Fische', 251-
2596 
TYPING 









Call 27$  
0596 Color & SW 
TYPIST -FAST,  Accurate Can edit' 









MACRAME. SPINNING NATURAL 
DYEING 
& BATIK. Credentialed tumor 











RENT  by 
the month
 
across  from 
Duncan 








CHILD  CARE - 
playgroup 












 to handicapped 
num 
Live 
free in altrective room Girls over 18 

















 7 & 10 
p.m. MORRIS DAILY 
WO. FES, 23. 
TRANSPORTATION
 
ATHENS $1911,  
N.Y
 
595 One-way ticket 
on Pan -Am 747 Jumbo 
Fly any day until 
March 13 Pam
-Am  has daily tfights-this 
is 
not a charter.  No risk 
287-9228 
EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 
10 wks 1m 
5220 Jon our  minibus loaded with 
guys  
and gals from 7 English speaking coun-
tries Camp & communicate with  
Europeans See Russia -Scan -Greece-




 422S. Western LA. Cala Tel 
385-0012 
EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO 
9 days. 8 
nights,  Inc'























 Small.  
ternabonal  group 
camping









Earth  Travel. 
Ltd
 . Box 




 TO EUROPE 
charter 
Slights







 - ISRAEL - 
AFRICA  
Student  flights Student 
camping  tours 
IhrOughOut
 Eurpoe Russia 
and Mexico 
Otfocoal 





carte,  Ilighlb, including Middle 
East. and
 Far East 












CASTERS SPRING CH 
****** LIGHTS 
TO N.Y. 
All  flights leaving Oak Round 
trip-5176 
Also
 Minneapolis Limited 
seats, $55. 




 274-4813 (after 5 p.m I 
CHARTER
 FLIGHTS.
 Complete dornee 
tic/international 
programs.  ConteCt 
Craig. Student Services 
West  Inc.. 236E 
Santa Clara 9710 
267-1$301  


























SJS  Cell 294-
9410 
LOST-Turquise
 & silver neologies
 on 
campus.  Reward 335-9983 









 in front of 
chapei loll
 Fah 
12 
Reward 
cell 262-6304
 
